In this paper, we aim to prove the theorem that generalizes the Coagent Network Policy Gradient Theorem [3] to the context where parameters are shared among the function approximators involved. This provides the theoretical foundation to use any pattern of parameter sharing and leverage the freedom in the graph structure of the network to possibility exploit relational bias in a given task. As another application, we will apply our result to give a more intuitive proof for the Hierarchical Option Critic Policy Gradient Theorem, first shown in [5] .
INTRODUCTION
Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) has been studied through different approaches where one approach, so-called options [7] , has attracted some renewed attention [1, 6, 5] . The main question after constructing a hierarchical model, is how one can train the model. Using policy gradient theorems has been the main tool in this regard. We take a step in deriving this policy gradient theorem in the most general context.
In the first section, we discuss and review some of the notations and conventions. Next, the Bellman equations in the context of Hierarchical Option Critic (HOC) are derived and compared with the ones in the literature. Later, the policy gradient of HOC is reviewed from a more general point of view than the one in the literature, which motivates the result of this paper in the last section.
CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS
2.1. Conventions. For the background on Hierarchical Option Critic network, we refer to [5, and references therein] . We recall that an HOC with N levels of hierarchy has π 1 as the most abstract option, which selects the first option π 1 (o 1 |s) given a state s. Each level selects an option given state and previous options, i.e. π j (o j |s, o 1:j−1 ). Each level also has a termination function β j (s, o 1:j ) for the option o 1:j , which decides whether π j+1 (·|s, o 1:j ) should terminate or not.
We adopt the following point of view to provide the necessary intuition for the main result of the paper.
We view HOC as a tree of options or tree of coagents/policies/nodes, where each non-leaf node has equally many children, say M . A node is endowed with both π and β and each node is uniquely determined by an "address", a sequence o 1:j where o i ∈ {1, . . . , M }, with the most abstract node labelled by o 0 . Therefore a node with label o 1:j has an option selection policy π j+1 (·|s, o 1:j ) and termination policy β j (s, o 1:j ).
As is observed in the options framework, instead of considering the states of the environment s ∈ S env alone, it is better to consider the states of the environment and the agent in our state description. At the beginning, the algorithm is in the state (s, o 0 , d). This means the environment state is s ∈ S env , no option are selected (i.e. the algorithm is at the most abstract option/node with label o 0 ), and the mode of execution is downward (d). Notice the node o 1:j stands at level j + 1. Then, starting from the most abstract option π 1 , each node chooses a lower level node, i.e. we move from (s, o 1:j , d) → (s, o 1:j+1 , d), until we reach (s, o 1:N −1 , d). At this level, the node o 1:N −1 selects a primitive action o N with policy π N (·|s, o 1:N −1 ), which leads us to (s, o 1:N , d), where o N is some primitive action. Right afterwards, the environment state changes to s ′ with some transition probability, and the upward execution mode is initiated, i.e. (s ′ , o 1:N −1 , u) where u refers to upward. In this phase of execution, the termination functions enter the picture. Starting from β N −1 (s ′ , o 1:N −1 ), termination of the nodes that have been selected along the previous path (which information is contained in the state by o 1:N −1 ) is decided. If a node is terminated, the higher level node is called back. Therefore, starting at (s ′ , o 1:N −1 , u), the state moves from (s ′ , o 1:j+1 , u) → (s ′ , o 1:j , u) if termination (with probability) β j+1 (s, o 1:j+1 ) is decided. This continues up to some level l + 1, where node o 1:l decides to not terminate (with probability 1 − β l (s, o 1:l )) . Therefore, the (s ′ , o 1:l , u) has to change, where l may be zero (which means the most abstract option which never terminates). The node o 1:l deciding not to terminate, changes the execution mode to d, (s ′ , o 1:l , d), and a possibly new set of options are selected with the help of π j , j ∈ {l + 1, . . . , N }, until the bottom of the tree is reached at the node o ′1:N −1 with o ′1:l = o 1:l and state (s ′ , o ′1:N −1 , d).
Therefore, the paths that occur in the tree during its implementation are paths with two phases. One from the bottom of the tree to some level upward and the other downward to the bottom. This pattern repeats itself until the programmer decides to terminate. This point of view of HOC execution, i.e. looking at a network of policies execution pattern as a sequence of paths, is the main point of view of the result in this paper.
2.2.
Notations. We also adopt some new notation to simplify the equations in this paper. HOC is used as an example first and the notations are generalized later for our main result.
First, the notations implicit in the previous subsection are reviewed. The HOC policy is denoted by Π. Our states are tuples of the form (s, o 1:i , d) or (s, o 1:i , u). The third component is called the execution mode of the state and • (s, o 1:i , d) means the state of the environment is s, and the algorithm is about to execute the policy π i+1 on (s, o 1:i ). The d stands for downward execution. • (s, o 1:i , u) means the state of the environment is s, and the algorithm is about to decide whether (s, o 1:i ) is a termination state or not. It will be a termination state with probability β i (s, o 1:i ). The letter u stands for upon-arrival or upward execution, which this state has been just reached while the previous state had a lower hierarchical level.
Let s o,i,d := (s, o 1:i , d), s o,i,u := (s, o 1:i , u) ∈ S Π for the set of states, and s ∈ S env for the states of the environment. Notice that although "1 :" is dropped in the index, a set of i options o 1:i is still meant in subscript. When given to a policy π i (o i |s o,i−1 ), the execution mode d is suppressed, as is the case for the termination function β i (s o,i ).
Remark 1. Let us mention some facts on what the notation implies on the edge cases:
• The state s o,N,d : s o,N,d is followed by some state s ′ o,N,u for some s ′ ∈ S env . Notice it is always the case that a primitive action, after being taken, immediately terminates, if it were to be looked at as an option, in other words
• s o,0,d or s o,0,u means the highest level of hierarchy o 0 at state s, where the first option has not been chosen yet. The highest level policy never terminates. Therefore, as β 0 () ≡ 0, s o,0,u is immediately followed by s o,0,d . Therefore, it is safe to take s o,0,u = s o,0,d . This state is followed by s o,1,d for some option o 1 assigned by π 1 . • Whenever in a summation y x or product y x , the higher index is smaller than the lower index x > y, we consider the result to be 1. This convention is helpful as it makes the equations easier to express without specifically accounting for the edge cases.
BELLMAN EQUATIONS FOR HIERARCHICAL OPTION CRITIC
To describe Q−values of HOC, recall that in standard RL, we tend to differentiate the stateaction value and the state value by using a different notation (Q and V ). Our terminology allows us to unambiguously use the same notation Q() for the value of our augmented states at any level of hierarchy or any state of execution d or u.
First, let r(s o,N ) be the (expected, if the environment reward process is stochastic,) reward given by the environment to the agent which has taken primitive action o N at s ∈ S env . Let γ ∈ [0, 1] be the discount factor. All Q−values will be defined in succession. Starting with the easiest case, at the lowest level:
where P is the transition probability of the environment, that given action o N at s, the state changes to s ′ . Notice the definition is natural, as the next state is s ′ o,N,u = s ′ o,N −1,u , which is in the upward execution phase. Next, we need to define the value at this state:
Note that the product (1 − β i (s o,i )) N −1 j=i+1 β j (s o,j ) is the probability of upward trajectory up to level i + 1. At that level, the decision is to not terminate, which has probability 1 − β i (s o,i ). 
Applied iteratively, one obtains an expression of Q(s o,i,d ) in terms of Q(s o,N,d ), which was already defined. The "loop" in the definition is expected, as the Bellman equation for Q is a recursive equation.
One can define the Q value at all other states. First, we shall define the rewards for any node, similar to how it is done in [3, Section 4.1].
Notice the normalization factor is equal to one. Then, using the transition probability:
Notice in both equations above, one can replace s ′ o,N,u by s ′ o,N −1,u . Further, for all states with upward execution mode, one can write:
When the algorithm is at s o,l,u , it will begin executing upward and reach some state s o,i,u , for some 0 ≤ i ≤ l (with probability l j=i+1 β j (s o,j )), where it decides to execute downward with probability (1 − β i (s o,i )), i.e. the state changes to s o,i,d . The above equation multiplies these probabilities by the value of the state it starts executing downward at, i.e. Q(s o,i,d ).
Remark 2. In the literature [7, 1, 6] ,
; in the edge case of i = N , this correspondence could become a bit imprecise, due to the fact that the literature notation accounts for those cases separately by introducing new notations. Finally, V Ω (s) corresponds to Q(s o,0,d ). 
which are the equations for Q Ω in terms of Q U , U as written in [1, Eq. 1,2].
A REVIEW ON HIERARCHICAL OPTION CRITIC POLICY GRADIENT THEOREM
In this section, the HOC policy gradient theorem (HOCPGT) is reviewed [5, Theorem 1] using our new notations. The notations that match with the mentioned reference can be seen to have also the same meaning, for example P β,π (·|·), µ(·|·) or the advantage A(). This section is needed as a reference, once we apply our main result to get a direct proof for HOCPGT.
Let us rewrite (7) so that the Q−value on the right-hand side is evaluated at states with the same level as the left-hand side. To do so, apply (3) repeatedly on Q(s o,i,d ) to get to Q(s o,l,d ), which leads to the following when l ≤ N :
where 1 o ′1:i =o 1:i has the obvious meaning: it is one if o ′1:i = o 1:i and zero otherwise. The term multiplied by Q(s o ′ ,l,d ) has an independent meaning, which will allow to make this equation more compact. Denote P β,π (s o ′ ,l,d |s o,l,u ) as the transition probability from s o,l,u to s o ′ ,l,d , which is dependent on the termination functions β and policies π. Hence, this probability solely depends on what the algorithm does and not the environment, and it is the probability of the algorithm executing downward at o ′1:l at level l + 1, after finishing its upward phase of execution (which started at level l + 1) and coming down again to level l + 1. It is easy to see that this probability is the same multiplicative term in the equation above:
One can generalize this to compute other useful transition probabilities:
Using the above, equation (10) becomes:
. We will compute two transition probabilities. Using (5) to write the transition probability for s o,l,d → s ′ o,N −1,u :
Next, define the discounted one-step and k-steps recursively as follows ∀l ≤ N :
The definition for µ() can be written for different transitions. The one needed for HOCPGT is:
Let us now define the advantage as follows:
The advantage answers this question: If one is able to choose, then how much advantageous it is to start executing downward from s o,l , than to change the higher level options and try a different set of options s o ′ ,l ? The difference above in the values determines the advantage of this choice. Indeed, just like the first term Q(s o,l,d ) is the value of not terminating, the second term is the value of terminating. Thus, alternatively, one can write:
using the state-action value functions of β l . It is clear that
1 denotes the termination action, and 0 denotes the opposite action. Note that the actions have probabilities:
We are ready to state HOCPGT. Assume that all nodes are determined by parameters θ. Assume an initial state (s 0 ) o 0 ,N −1,d at the lowest level of the tree at node o 1:
is the discounted probability of starting at (s 0 ) o 0 ,N −1,d , reaching the state s o,N −1,d , which after π N execution is followed by s ′ o,N −1,u .
Remark 4. The third term above might seem different from the one in the reference [5, Theorem 1], but they are actually the same. Our convention, motivated from our point of view, is to sum over each node o ′1:j individually, while in the reference, the last node o ′1:N −1 at the bottom of the tree is taken and the sum is over its parents.
Next, we try to rewrite the above in a form that will be closer to our main result. Let us denote x 0 = (s 0 ) o 0 ,N −1,d and x = s o,N −1,d . Recall the HOC policy is denoted by Π. Then the first term in the bracket above can be written as:
does not depend on s ′ , hence the summation over s ′ averages out this outcome state. Also note that Q o 1: N,d ) . Hence, the first term is nothing but the usual policy gradient of the lowest level node.
For the second term, observe that for a given node o 1:l for 1 ≤ l ≤ N −1, the term γ
. This is the discounted transition probability from x 0 → x in any number of execution paths, and from x → x ′ o,l in a single execution path.
Remark 5. Notice that an execution path in this setting, is an execution from π N followed by a path upward, then a path downward until before the next execution of π N takes place. Thus, as the path involves an environmental step due to the execution of π N at the beginning of the path, the discounted transition probability takes a discount factor γ.
The above remark applies when going from
From the above with (22) and (23):
Similar to (28), one can see that (31) is nothing but the usual policy gradient theorem for the termination policies β l at o 1:l . Hence, it is not a surprise to see that for the last term, for each π j at o ′1:j−1 , one has:
is the discounted transition probability from x 0 → x in any number of execution paths, and from
is what describes the discounted probability of this last transition in a single execution path.
FROM TREE OF OPTIONS TO A GRAPH OF OPTIONS
5.1. Markov Single Reward Coagent Networks. Consider a directed graph G, where each node o represents a policy/coagent κ o . The graph connections determine which nodes a coagent can receive its inputs from. If Π denotes the policy of the graph, then its actions are directed paths P (possibly self-intersecting) which end at some node o P executing the primitive action. Notice there is no specific requirement for a node to always execute either primitive or non-primitive action (see Remark 12), therefore the same node o P can execute non-primitive action at a later time.
Remark 6. Notice we require P to end with a primitive action even though in the case of HOC, as explained in Remark 5, the execution paths begin with a primitive action. Of course, the reason for that convention was to follow the reference theorem [5] . One could have started at s o,N −1,u instead and ended with a primitive action s o,N,d . This would have given the same policy gradient as also shown later.
The action set for any state x ∈ S Π is denoted by A x . The initial set of states is denoted by x 0 ∈ S Π,init . These notations will be explained further later. Note that similar to HOC, augmented states are assumed where the information regarding the environment and the agent's state is inside any state S Π .
The coagents could have some other outputs that could be taken as input in the next node in the execution path. This input along with any information of the environment state that κ o needs is denoted by x o ∈ S κo , where S κo is the state space of κ o . κ o can produce the information for the next node via its action u o ∈ A xo , where A xo are the set of actions of κ o at x o . This can be interpreted in different ways, like a temporary goal determined by the previous coagent or some piece of relevant information useful to κ o , but this information is only used at the time received. So if at time t, inside execution path P t , the state x o is fed to κ o , in any future application of κ o (even if it is on the same execution path P t , since it may be a loop), κ o output solely depends on x ′ o , the state received for its next execution, not on x o . This essentially means that whatever κ o received at P t , it is only used at that moment and forgotten at the next steps of κ o 's execution. Therefore, not only Π is markov, but every coagent is a markov coagent.
In contrast, in Hierarchical Actor-Critic (HAC) which is a goal-conditioned model [4] , if one considers, say, the mid-level policy of a 3−level HAC, its action depends on the subgoal it has received from the highest policy for a fixed K 2 executions paths or until it reaches the subgoal (K is some fixed time horizon). During each K executions of the K 2 executions, the mid-level policy is only called once, as the lowest policy tries to reach the subgoal assigned by the mid-policy during that K time-steps. The mid-policy has to remember the subgoal it was assigned to in the first execution path for the next K 2 execution paths. Note that such non-markovianness is also present in the case of asynchronous firing in [3] . So our main theorem does not directly apply to that scenario.
Remark 7. The non-markov property is not an obstacle to derive the policy gradient theorem for HAC as long as one makes a judicious choice for the definition of state, as also shown in the case of asynchronous coagent networks [3] (see Remark 10). For example, in the case of goalconditioned models, one can supply the information of all previously selected subgoals into the state. Therefore, the condition that every coagent is markov can be lifted, but we will keep it to make computations easier. What is actually a deal-breaker, is the reward source of the nodes as explained below.
We further assume only one reward source for our model, usually the environmental rewards with maybe some modification independent of Π. This is necessary so that the Bellman equations can be derived for each node similar to the HOC settings in section 3 or the synchronous coagent network [3, see Section 4.1 and Appendices].
Remark 8. In the most general case, the reward source for each κ o can be some R o dependent on o, a so-called pseudo or intrinsic rewards of which there are many kinds in the literature. This makes it impossible in general to derive the Bellman equations in a meaningful way as one has to compare/combine the many kinds of rewards R o . Therefore, our main result does not apply at all to these settings.
Finally, Π operates through execution paths. What paths are admissible is something that will be dependent on the programmer's design of Π. In HOC, it is clear that such paths are upwarddownward trajectories along the tree. The consistency of this design is assumed, e.g. Π can not get stuck in an infinite loop without any primitive action. This is different from the definition of coagent networks [3] , where the operation is through asynchronous/synchronous firing. There, a path of execution P t is a pattern of execution of the whole network. Our policy gradient theorem can be also modified to that setting with a simple change as shown in subsection 5.3. Therefore, this whole discussion can also be viewed as a shared parameter version of the main result in [3] .
Remark 9. It is not hard to observe that the description above applies to HOC, for which the graph G is a tree with all nodes having an equal number of children, and its coagents executions only depend on the input they receive at the moment. Notice a node for a coagent network is labeled by o, and in HOC this label is some label o 1:j in our previous notation.
Remark 10. Note that in the original definition for synchronous coagent networks [3, and references therein], the coagent network is defined as a markov (single reward) network. However for the asynchronous version, one has a non-markov single reward network, which can be cast into a markov single reward setting by essentially feeding all prior history of execution into the state x o . This is similar to how one turns any non-markov process to a markov one, by defining a new process that at time t has the information on the history before t.
Hence, our focus will be on single reward coagent networks where every coagent is markov, and the network operates through execution paths. Note that not only the markov condition, but also the execution path restriction can be lifted, as shown in Theorem 5.3. Note that a coagent network in the general sense can also be a goal-conditioned model like HAC [4] if it is not single reward.
5.2.
Policy Gradient Theorem with Shared Weights. We would like to calculate the policy gradient ∇J for Π, the policy of the network, assuming it is dependent on θ where parameters can be shared between nodes. Assuming initial distribution d(x 0 ) for state x 0 at t = 0, by the usual policy gradient theorem for Π : 
can be rewritten as the sum of the policy gradient for the coagents:
Here, d(x o , x|x 0 ) is the sum of discounted probability of reaching state x from x 0 , and reaching x o from x within a single admissible path.
Proof. The equality above is not hard to justify. First, rewrite the policy gradient as:
Once the derivative is distributed over the product, we get
where P <o , P >o are part of the path before and after o. The product on the left over all nodes in P <o , which is the probability of going from x to x o , summed over all possible P <o paths leading to x o , gets absorbed by d(x|x 0 ) and gives us d(x, x o |x 0 ). This is similar to how the term µ(s ′ , s − |(s 0 ) − ) we had in the policy gradient theorem for HOC along with other factors gave d Π () in (28),(31), and (34).
On the other hand, the term on the right over all nodes in P >o , and summed over all possible P >o paths with state-action (x o , u o ) for o, gets absorbed by Q Π (x, P ) and gives Q κo (x o , u o ). This is analogous to Bellman equation in HOC, where we apply it iteratively to write Q(s o,l−1,d ) in terms of a linear combinations of Q(s o,N,d )s. This is well-defined as there is a single reward source for all coagents. The full set of definitions and proofs of well-definedness is very similar to the process carried out in [3, see Section 4.1 and Appendices], and also very similar to the equations outlined in section 3.
Note that summing over both parts independently while having dκo dθ (u o |x o ) fixed was possible, because of the assumption made at the beginning regarding the independence of κ o on inputs received at previous time-steps.
To put it differently, when the term dκo dθ (u o |x o ) is fixed and one sums over both sides independently, one is assuming that what has happened before and what happens after κ o execution, given (x o , u o ), are completely independent.
In other words, the probability of any subpath being selected after κ o (u o |x o ) (completing the subpath P <o ), does not depend on P <o and in particular does not depend on
The usual convergence theorem for the policy gradient theorem applies, as the above theorem is essentially a rewrite of the policy gradient for Π.
Theorem 5.2. the following holds (with some Lipschitz conditions as in [2] ): The unbiased policy update above makes J(θ) converge to a finite value and lim t→∞ ∇ θ J = 0.
Remark 11. We mentioned how u o contains some inputs for the next coagent, which can be taken as a temporary goal. We conjecture that this temporary goal will be likely not useful in practice unless incentives(rewards) for the coagents to actually use this information are provided. Of course, this leads to the issue of having multiple sources for rewards.
Remark 12. Complicated graphs can be trained using this policy gradient theorem. A simple case of a single loop can be analyzed. The nodes are labeled with o n for n ∈ {1, . . . , N }, where each node, depending on the input, makes a primitive action or sends some information to the next node (with o N sending to o 1 ). As an example, one can assign each state s of the environment two integers n s ∈ {1, . . . , N } and l s ∈ N, which means the node o ns is the one that must perform a primitive action at environment state s after s has passed through l s many cycles. More generally, one can imagine N decision functions f n,s : S κo n → {1, 0} for any s ∈ S env and n ∈ {1, . . . , N }, where 1 means primitive and 0 non-primitive. Depending on the input of the node, at some finite time (guaranteed by the programmer to happen to avoid infinite loops) for any environment state s, we have f n,s (x on ) = 1. This forces the node o n to perform a primitive action at x on , which contains s as the information regarding the environment.
Remark 13. The freedom in the graph structure and parameter sharing pattern, could allow us to exploit the relational bias in a given environment/task to build more powerful RL agents. This is the subject of future research.
Application on CPGT and HOCPGT.
5.3.1. CPGT. Notice that by deriving the shared parameter version of the synchronous CPGT, one can go through the same argument in [3, Section 5.1], to derive the shared parameter version for the asynchronous CPGT. Thus the only modification to make is to assume that P t are patterns of synchronous executions. In this scenario, the coagent network is assumed to possess a topology that defines the pre and post nodes for any node o [3, Section 3]. Therefore, the equation (39) becomes
as a pattern of execution P means that all coagents act with some action u o ′ which is determined by the pattern P , but there is still a distinct place for κ o in this pattern of execution, where one has the pre κ o executions in P preo and the post κ o executions in P posto . The rest is similar to the proof in (5.1).
Thus, the asynchronous CPGT can be formulated in the context of shared parameters. This means Theorem 5.3. The policy gradient of Π for a single reward coagent network that is asynchronous (non-markov) and does not necessarily operate through execution paths, can be written as the sum of the policy gradient of its coagents.
5.3.2.
HOCPGT. The graph in this case is a tree. For a node o 1:l , one has a policy κ l+1 o 1:l , which depending on the input executes using π l+1 (·|s o,l ) or β l (s o,l ). Given input with execution mode down, the policy κ l
Notice how in particular the lowest level node κ N − sometimes executes primitive action, and sometimes not (on an upward phase). Also note how the same node may act multiple times in a row, by not terminating and executing a primitive action for multiple times.
Consider the case of N = 3 with each node having two children (a full binary tree with depth three). This means o i ∈ {1, 2} and a node address is a sequence of 1 and 2. 
The path above is a triangle on the lower left of the binary tree, starting at its right node o 1:2 = (1, 2) and ending on the left node o ′1:2 = (1, 1) by passing through their parent o 1 = (1). This is of course an example of a path following the convention in Remark 5. To apply Theorem 5.1, the execution path needs to end at a primitive action. This means one needs to follow the convention in Remark 6 where an execution path starts at s o,N −1,u and ends at s o,N,d .
To obtain (4.1), notice κ l encodes both π l , β l−1 , and its Q−value is therefore the Q−value of these two functions, depending on the execution mode of the state. Therefore, applying (5.1) gives the same equations in (28),(31), and (34), with some small changes due to our different definition of execution paths. More precisely, since the start of the path is at so, N − 1, u, one first obtains the terminations policy gradients: where x = s o,N −1,u and x o,l = s o,l,u . Then going the downward phase, one obtains the policy gradient of π j 's.
where x o ′ ,j−1 = s o ′ ,j−1,d . Note the above is for all j = 1, . . . , N . It is unlike (28) and (34), where we had to separate j = N with the rest. The reason for the separation was that some reward had to be counted towards the value of π N which executed the primitive action first. As this reward came before the execution of other β j s and π j s, it should not contribute to the value of the rest of the coagents.
Remark 14. There exists another proof of HOCPGT (4.1) in [5, See appendix] using the CPGT in [3] , though it relies on the assumption that one has a shared parameter version of the CPGT (a corollary of our theorem). Notice our proof does not involve any further state-augmentation. This is in contrast to the proof in [5] , where something called the termination vector T is defined and the graph structure is completely forgotten to be able to cast HOC into a synchronous coagent network (only two coagents). This shows that our framework can provide more intuitive ways for computing the policy gradient of coagent networks (esp. the ones operating through execution paths).
